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Abstract Recording videos with smartphones at large-scale events such as
concerts and festivals is very common nowadays. These videos register the at-
mosphere of the event as it is experienced by the crowd and offer a perspective
that is hard to capture by the professional cameras installed throughout the
venue. In this article, we present a framework to collect videos from smart-
phones in the public and blend these into a mosaic that can be readily mixed
with professional camera footage and shown on displays during the event. The
video upload is prioritized by matching requests of the event director with
video metadata, while taking into account the available wireless network ca-
pacity. The proposed framework’s main novelty is its scalability, supporting
the real-time transmission, processing and display of videos recorded by hun-
dreds of simultaneous users in ultra-dense Wi-Fi environments, as well as its
proven integration in commercial production environments. The framework
has been extensively validated in a controlled lab setting with up to 1 000
clients as well as in a field trial where 1 183 videos were collected from 135
participants recruited from an audience of 8 050 people. 90% of those videos
were uploaded within 6.8 minutes.
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1 Introduction

Attendees of live events, such as concerts and festivals, are intensively using
their smartphones to record videos of themselves, friends or the stage. Some
of these videos are then immediately shared on social media. Even though the
resolution and sensor quality of smartphone cameras has significantly increased
over the last years, currently the videos and images shown on the large on-
stage screens originate exclusively from the limited set of professional cameras
installed throughout the event venue. Integrating this User-Generated Content
(UGC) as an additional source of footage into the live event media production
would not only offer more camera perspectives to the director, outside the
scope of professional camera coverage, but also increase the engagement of the
public in the event [10].

This paper presents the design and validation of a framework for collect-
ing and showing user-generated videos at large-scale events. The concept is
visualized in Figure 1. Short video clips are captured via a dedicated smart-
phone app. Based on video metadata (e.g., quality, resolution, location) and
the available Wi-Fi capacity, the framework prioritizes the uploads to ensure
a good mix of videos, e.g. from different areas in the event venue. The videos
are semi-automatically combined into a mosaic that is presented as an ad-
ditional video input channel to the director of the event, next to the video
streams from professional cameras. The collected videos are also used in post-
production: the framework can automatically generate a personalized video
souvenir, which combines time-synchronized fragments of professional video
with user videos, ready for sharing on social media. With this live integration
of personal video as well as the video souvenir, organizers can add value to
events through user-generated content which has a personal meaning to the
audience. Within this context, the users ‘become part of the event’.

The framework has been thoroughly validated in a lab setting as well as in
a realistic environment during a large-scale field trial. During a 90 minute com-
mercial show, 1 183 unique videos were uploaded by 135 participants recruited
from approximately 8 050 attendees present in the venue.

This article provides the following research contributions:

– A scalable architecture for a mobile video crowdsourcing framework that
prioritizes the upload process based on metadata and available wireless
resources.

– Performance measurements obtained in a controlled lab setting, as well
as from a large-scale realistic field trial on attainable wireless throughput
in highly dense Wi-Fi networks, the video upload prioritization and the
delay introduced by the proposed framework in making a recorded video
available to the director for play-out.

– Insight in the technical characteristics and content of user-generated videos,
as well as the recording behavior of users. All our results from the field trial
are made available as open datasets to the research community1.

1 See https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/rg/mosaic/projects/selvie/
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Fig. 1: Videos captured by the audience are collected by a back-end platform.
Uploads are prioritized based on the preferences of the director and the avail-
able wireless resources. After the event, participants may download a personal
video souvenir.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss related work on collecting and uploading mobile video. Section 3 enu-
merates technical requirements for the video collection framework. We present
the architecture and implementation of our system in Section 4. Validation
results on the system scalability in a controlled lab setting are discussed in
Section 5. In Section 6, we review results and insights obtained during a field
trial at a commercial event. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our main findings
and outlines future work.

2 Related work

2.1 Collecting and annotating mobile video

Movisode [25] is a collection framework for on-demand retrieval of crowd-
sourced mobile video at well-attended events. Smartphones upload metadata
on the start and end time, view angle and content of captured videos. Up-
load decisions are taken by a central algorithm, based on a cost model that
includes an estimation of the energy required to upload the video. Similar
to our approach, Movisode aims to fulfill coverage requests based on video
metadata. The evaluation of Movisode is however limited to a trace-driven lab
simulation on the Jiku data set (with only 473 videos). Our approach has been
tested in realistic environments where it collected one order of magnitude more
videos. Moreover, our framework involves a network-aware upload strategy and
provides additional features such as integration with professional production
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equipment and personal video souvenir generation. Lastly, video queries are
not limited to points of interest, but can span any available metadata.

Other work focuses on generating metadata in the cloud for mobile videos,
with videos being pushed by the user and not making any prioritization or
synchronization of video uploads. In the work of Jain et al. [17], live user
video streams are clustered automatically and in real-time by line-of-sight,
using multi-view stereo reconstruction and inertial sensing to reason about
the relative position and orientation of videos. Also metadata from social net-
works is used to annotate video streams. EpicPlay [24] selects highlights in
live broadcast sports games, specific for fans of each team and reflecting the
emotions of a fan during the game.

While video websites like YouTube provide an abundant supply of video
material, these videos are not systematically labeled, nor do they contain ad-
ditional metadata like smartphone sensor readings. As an outcome of the work
presented in this paper, we present a new dataset to the research community,
comprising 1383 videos taken at a single event, complemented with mobile sen-
sor data. This dataset complements existing mobile video datasets. Jiku [22]
is a dataset containing 473 videos taken at 5 different events. Each video is
accompanied with readings from smartphone sensors. The iCosole [9] dataset
comprises multi-view and spatial audio, taken in a controlled environment
using a range of professional- and consumer-grade equipment. Ground truth
annotations have been created for temporal synchronization and spatial align-
ment between videos.

2.2 Traffic scheduling in dense wireless networks

Wi-Fi networks deployed at large events are heavily stressed by traffic gen-
erated from social media, news websites and messaging apps. Aiming to col-
lect as many videos as possible, our framework must carefully schedule the
uploads without compromising the crowd’s access to other Internet-enabled
apps. Scheduling data transmissions in networks has been a popular research
subject the past decade. A well known approach in fixed networks is to use
advance bandwidth scheduling [21,18], where a certain amount of bandwidth
is reserved during a certain time frame for each requested data transmission.
For wireless networks, however, much research focuses on packet-level schedul-
ing using e.g. network coding [16], whereas the system described in this paper
schedules on a content- or file-level. Borst [11] describes a set of flow-level
channel-aware scheduling algorithms for dynamic wireless environments that
aim to maximize user-level throughput. A two-layer scheduler is proposed by
Ganguly et al. [15] that first provides guarantees on content download times
and uses opportunistic scheduling to maximize the throughput of the entire
system.

However, our system poses different challenges: instead of content being
downloaded to the mobile device, it is uploaded from it. Moreover, the specific
content being transmitted is not requested by the mobile users but by the su-
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pervising directors. Finally, these existing algorithms are built for cellular net-
works and do not account for the issues and opportunities specific to the Wi-Fi
network that is deployed on-site. More similar to our work is NEWSMAN [23],
which aims at uploading user-generated newsreports in places with very weak
network infrastructure using so-called adaptive middleboxes. These middle-
boxes provide a short-range wireless network and perform upload scheduling
taking into account the varying network conditions as well as video transcod-
ing parameters. Chen et al. [12] consider a surveillance use case, using mobile
cameras for human detection. They propose a coding rate allocation scheme
that improves human detection success rate given a total data rate constraint.
Our work however focuses on very dense network deployments which suffer
from a high level of interference. Moreover, we want to prioritize content up-
load based on (dynamic) requirements posed by a human director instead of
the mobile user or a predetermined model.

In our previous work, we evaluated scalability of Wi-Fi for upload content
scheduling in dense environments [14]. This showed the need for more intelli-
gent scheduling approaches to avoid interference and the resulting performance
degradation. However, its evaluation was limited to a controlled lab setup.

2.3 Automated processing/classification of video and director support for
mobile video

While UGC recorded at large-scale events may provide great value for the
event production, a human director may quickly become overwhelmed by the
influx of new content if no additional support is provided for efficient querying
and composing the available videos.

The system described in [10] provides a video browsing tool allowing users
to efficiently find relevant UGC in large collections. The tool employs itera-
tive clustering on both readily available metadata as well as computed visual
features. A more automated system aimed at live video composition called
CrowdDirector is presented in [26]. CrowdDirector combines a mobile app on
which the quality of the recording is shown in realtime with a backend that
generates compositions in a semi-autonomous way. Content, after pre-filtering,
is fed into an algorithm to generate possible compositions. Some of these are
then offered to a pool of workers that rate the compositions. The ratings are
then used to improving the composition algorithm in realtime. The Jiku Di-
rector [20] employs a similar autonomous method of creating video mashups
by adopting machine learning techniques on pre-filtered videos. However, the
learning procedure occurs offline by learning from professional video mashups.
The algorithms first classifies each video based on the viewing angle with re-
spect to the subject, then selects the ones which have a suitable viewing angle
with regards to the current shot in the composition and finally selects a video
from the remaining set based on quality and diversity. Finally, in [8], computer
vision algorithms are used in order to determine the position and orientation
of each camera. Based on the overlap between the viewpoints, the location
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of the important content in the scene is determined. A video composition is
then created that maximizes the coverage of the important content, as well as
follows a number of cinematographic guidelines.

Different from these works, the system described in this paper extends hu-
man director support into the scheduling algorithm that decides when content
is uploaded, avoiding an unnecessarily large influx of new content. The human
director is able to request desired properties for the content, and the scheduler
will automatically prioritize uploading the videos matching these criteria.

3 System requirements

Collecting videos from the crowd and integrating them as User-Generated
Content (UGC) in the live event production and in personal video souvenirs
raises important technical challenges. Professional-grade system scalability and
resilience are mandatory, and the system design should take into account re-
quirements from the end-user as well as from the event director.

From an end-user perspective, our framework should at least lower any
barrier to record videos, and preferably provide additional incentives for users
to record as many videos as possible. This observation can be broken down
into the following requirements:

– Maximize the potential user base, by imposing as few compatibility restric-
tions as possible on the myriad of mobile device features, such as mobile
OS (Android, iOS), OS versions, supported camera resolution, and wireless
connection type.

– Preserve the native look-and-feel of the mobile OS when recording videos.
Users should be able to use basic camera features such as switching between
front and back cameras, pinch-to-zoom, and turning on the flashlight for
additional illumination.

– Ensure adequate Wi-Fi coverage at the event venue to avoid users being
reluctant to share videos because of data caps on their mobile subscriptions.
A portion of the Wi-Fi throughput must be reserved for video upload, but
we must preserve the possibility for attendees to keep using other Internet-
enabled applications like Facebook seamlessly.

– Provide an additional incentive for the user by creating a personal video
souvenir. This souvenir is a short video fragment, where a user video is
merged with fragments from the professional camera feeds. The blend-
ing between the user video and the professional video feed must be time-
synchronized. The souvenir must be available for all users as soon as pos-
sible after the end of the event, otherwise users will lose their interest in
sharing this video on social media.

From the perspective of the event director, the framework must allow the
director to quickly select mobile videos for immediate play-out. This observa-
tion can be broken down into the following requirements:
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– Prioritize video uploads based on preferences formulated by the director
in content and technical characteristics of the UGC, such as videos from
a specific area in the event venue, landscape or portrait orientation, and
minimum resolution.

– Complete the upload of videos from the smartphone no longer than 1.5 min-
utes after the time they were recorded. This target is set in accordance to
the typical 3-4 minute length of (pop) songs during a show. Directors will
prefer to display videos that are in sync with the event storyboard. For
example, during a ballad, no videos should be shown that were captured
during the previous up-tempo song.

– Transcode and compose the UGC into a mosaic ready for the director to
immediately play-out on the on-stage displays without any further need
for manual intervention.

– Fix the duration of recorded videos to 7 seconds. Although the system
can be flexibly configured to support other fixed, as well as variable, video
durations, the decision for 7 seconds was made based on feedback from both
end-users and professional directors. This short duration ensures that users
will create more catchy and visually attractive videos. An equal length of all
videos allows for more efficient upload scheduling and avoids any additional
manual processing by the event production crew before the videos can be
blended into a mosaic.

4 Platform architecture and implementation

The architecture of our framework for collecting videos from the crowd and in-
tegrating them as user-generated content in the professional event production
is visualized in Figure 2.

The Wireless Broker is responsible for Wi-Fi resource management and
communication with the Mobile App installed on the users’ devices. The UGC
Collector prioritizes the video uploads based on preferences set by the direc-
tor via the Director Console (DC). This component also combines collected
UGC into a mosaic that can be played out on screens along the stage. The
Post-Production Support (PPS) module generates personal souvenir videos
containing a mix of user and professional content. Figure 3 depicts the inter-
actions between the framework’s components.

The UGC Collector receives a content request message from the Director
Console, specifying the video preferences from the event director. Although the
overall goal is to collect as many videos as possible, in practice the wireless
throughput is limited and traffic management by coordinating the uploads is
needed. For this reason, the client device initially only uploads metadata of
a recorded video to the UGC Collector, instead of immediately initiating an
upload of the video file itself. The UGC Collector ranks all advertised videos
in an upload queue by mapping the metadata to the content preferences of the
director. This queue is continuously updated as new videos are announced or
the director’s preferences are changed. The Wireless Broker is responsible for
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Fig. 2: Architectural diagram of our framework for collecting user-generated
content.

the upload of the videos in the order set by the UGC Collector. In particular,
this Wireless Broker handles all complexity related to the wireless connection
of participating devices and monitors the different Wi-Fi access points that
are installed at the event venue. It informs the UGC Collector about the
location of the connected clients in order to optimize the upload schedule.
Videos are uploaded directly to the Video Repository, part of the Director
Console module. This module then prepares the videos for play-out as a mosaic
on the on-stage displays and creates the personalized video souvenirs.

4.1 Mobile app for collecting videos

Several options are available for collecting videos from smartphones during
events: (i) allow users to record videos with the camera app of choice, and
provide incentives to manually share videos, (ii) a mobile web app and (iii) a
native app. These three options offer increasing development effort, but also
increasing ease-of-use and options to control the upload process.

The choice was made for a native app for the following reasons:

– Performance: Native app performance is still unrivaled by web apps,
which is important for a camera app where you do not want to miss “the
moment”.

– Ease-of-use: Native apps more easily provide the OS look-and-feel users
are accustomed to, which stimulates the acceptance of our app by the
crowd.

– Controllability: Native apps have access to more advanced APIs, which
allows us to fully manage important configuration parameters. For exam-
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Fig. 3: Sequence diagram of the main interactions between system components
when a client announces a new video.

ple, we can automatically enable Wi-Fi and connect to the SSID of the
dedicated Wi-Fi network installed at the venue. Moreover, the calculation
of various metadata parameters related to the content and device sensors is
more straightforward to implement. We can also control recording settings
such as the video length and resolution, so that videos are recorded in the
format most appropriate for the Director Console module.

We have developed a version of the app for both Android and iOS. The
screenshots in Figure 4 show its user interface. The app offers the same basic
functionality as other tried-and-true camera apps, such as zooming, activating
the flashlight, and switching between front- and back-facing cameras. Flash-
light functionality proved indispensable due to the general lack of illumination
in the audience area of concert venues. While the user has freedom to record
in either landscape or portrait mode, the duration of all video recordings is
limited to 7 seconds (cf. Section 3 for the motivation). The 7 second count-
down is clearly indicated to the user as a timer in the corner of the screen as
well as a larger circular progress bar.

We also considered other features to be included, such as the possibility
for the user to switch to a mode in which videos of unlimited length can be
recorded. However, user feedback on an early prototype indicated that this was
too complicated, with users forgetting to switch back to the fixed duration if
they wanted to record a video for displaying on the large screen.

Next to the main functionality of recording and uploading a video, the app
includes a video gallery, as shown in Figure 4b. Although all recorded videos
are normally also accessible from within the phone’s default Gallery app, we
felt this was a much-needed feature as it allowed us to develop custom actions
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(a) Camera mode (b) Video gallery

Fig. 4: Screenshots of the developed mobile application.

on videos in this gallery. On top of the default sharing and deleting behavior,
we implemented functionality for the user to select one video to include in his
personal video souvenir. We limit the choice to videos that were recorded by
the app during the show. This provides a strong guarantee to the organizer
that personal souvenirs are not abused by users selecting non-relevant videos
with possibly inappropriate content.

The smartphone app reports different metadata parameters about the de-
vice as well as the recorded videos to the other parts of the framework. The
captured parameters include: resolution, target frame rate, start and end time,
file size and format, video brightness and shakiness, and device orientation.

4.2 Wireless Broker

By deploying a dedicated Wi-Fi network at the event venue, we are able to do
more advanced wireless traffic management. The Wireless Broker (WB) mon-
itors and manages the wireless spectrum in order to maximize the throughput
of the requested video uploads. It maintains a connection to each smartphone
to do rigorous client management. The WB is also connected to each of the
Wi-Fi access points at the event venue to perform detailed monitoring and
management. Moreover, it determines a location for each client connection
which is passed to the UGC Collector to allow for more intelligent upload
scheduling.

4.2.1 Access point monitoring

The dedicated wireless network is set up using several APs. As this framework
is deployed in a Wi-Fi DenseNet environment, the network should deal as well
as possible with high-interference levels and the high probability of packet
collisions that are typical in such dense networks. To mitigate these negative
effects, the APs were strategically placed in the event venue and the channels
of neighboring APs were chosen intelligently so their overlap would be mini-
mal. Each AP is managed and monitored by a centralized AP controller. The
Wireless Broker communicates with this controller to fetch monitoring details
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Fig. 5: Sequence diagram of a client registration at the Wireless Broker and
the periodical client location update directed towards the UGC Collector.

about the connected devices such as device type, throughput, RSSI values, fre-
quency band usage and which AP a device is associated with. The latter two
are used to determine the location of a device, as described in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.2 Client connection management

An end-user can only use the system when successfully registered with the
Wireless Broker. Therefore, immediately after launching, the mobile app sets
up a connection to the WB and sends a registration message, as shown in
Figure 5. After registration, the connection is maintained at the WB and is
marked by a unique identifier that is used throughout the whole system. The
client connections are used to request a video upload: the UGC Collector sends
a request to the WB containing a video upload message accompanied by a
client identifier, as shown in Figure 3. The Wireless Broker forwards the request
to that particular client and the latter uses the inverse route to acknowledge
the video request. In order to avoid unnecessary scheduled upload slots or
video request messages for already disconnected clients, a list of connected
clients (together with their locations, cf. Section 4.2.3) is periodically sent
to the UGC Collector. To keep track of all the connected clients, the WB
periodically monitors the access points to check if a client is still associated.
In case the client is not observed anymore or the mobile app actively closed
the connection , it is removed from the list of registered clients.

4.2.3 Client Localization

To allow the UGC Collector to schedule video uploads without saturating the
wireless spectrum, the Wireless Broker provides a location of each connected
and registered client, as shown in Figure 5. This location consists of the access
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point identifier to which the client is connected and the frequency band on
which it is connected. This information is fetched periodically using the access
point controller and is added to the periodical update of active connections
to the UGC Collector. The access point identifier determines the users’ (esti-
mated) position in the event hall and is used by the director to select videos
from a specific area. The frequency band is used to avoid interference among
users when scheduling uploads (cf. Section 4.3).

4.3 UGC Collector

The UGC Collector selects and requests the subset of videos that are most
likely to be used in the event production, by matching the metadata of the
videos with the content requests from the director. Using the resulting match-
ing score as a priority, the UGC Collector maintains an upload queue from
which it will select videos suitable for upload, taking into account the available
wireless spectrum resources and location of the clients. A fairness mechanism
is also included to balance different director requests. In the following sections,
we will first describe the scheduling algorithm in the case only a single request
is made by the director and afterwards extend it to multiple requests.

4.3.1 Single-request operation

Director requests are formulated in terms of the same video and device metrics
used when announcing metadata of recorded videos (cf. Section 4.1).

Each announced video e is modeled as a collection of l attributes ai with
accompanying value intervals:

e = {a1 : [v1, v
′
1] , ..., al : [vl, v

′
l]} (1)

Working with intervals allows for more expressive matching than a single
scalar value, as certain metrics such as brightness will fluctuate during the
video. Scalar attributes can however still be described by using identical values
for the start and end of the value interval. Categorical values can be modeled
as discrete (integer) scalar attributes. Sets or sequences of (numerical) values
can be seen as a set of different attributes.

The requests made by the director are modeled as n conjunctions of “con-
straints” on the attributes. Each constraint has an associated weight, express-
ing its importance relative to other constraints.

φ = ∧ni=1δi : wi,with δi = ai ∈ [v′′i , v
′′′
i ] (2)

Finally, a prorated top-k matching score [13] is calculated for each video e
that takes into account interval overlap between attributes and constraints.

score(φ, e) =
∑

∀i:[vi,v′
i]∈[v′′

i
,v′′′

i ]

wi ×
(
Ci + min(v′′′i , v

′
i)−max(vi, v

′′
i )

Ci + v′i − vi

)
(3)
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Here, Ci = 0 for continuous attributes and Ci = 1 for discrete attributes
in order to account for the overlap at the endpoints. The ∈ operator evalu-
ates to TRUE when both intervals overlap at least partially. Essentially, the
score is calculated as the sum of the (partial) weights of (partially) satisfied
constraints.

This top-k score is offset by the time of recording to provide an ordering
in the content even in the absence of requests, as well as to bias towards more
recent videos. In this way, constraint weights can be interpreted as a time
period as well, trading the “age” of the video for more desirable properties.

The ∈ operator evaluates to FALSE when an attribute is not present in
either the metadata or the director request. This implies that the Collector is
agnostic to the metrics present in either the metadata or the request: not only
do not all metrics have to be added to each metadata post (e.g. when a sensor
is not available), the same holds true for video requests.

Using the calculated scores for all available videos, a priority queue is
constructed. The queue order reflects the degree of matching between the video
metadata and the director preferences. However, in practice multiple videos
are uploaded simultaneously and we employ backfilling to make sure that a
single device only uploads a single video at a time. The UGC Collector allows
for a fixed number of concurrent uploads per access point and frequency band.
The UGC Collector assigns this number of upload slots to each channel and
effectively tries to occupy them as much as possible by queue backfilling. Our
previous experimental results, reported in [14], have shown that 3 simultaneous
uploads maximizes overall throughput on a single channel. Content for which
the client’s location is currently unknown (e.g. a device is disconnected), is
never scheduled for upload.

Each time the Mobile App reports metadata on a new video, a correspond-
ing item is created in a Metadata Repository. Each video in the Metadata
Repository is associated with one of five possible states: advertised, requested,
uploading, available or failed. The state transition diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 6.

When a video is selected to be uploaded, an upload request is first passed
down to the WB, which checks if the client is online and passes the request.
The Mobile App will upload the video into the Video Repository of the DPPS
module. The video is only removed from the content queues when the upload
is completed. If either the Wireless Broker reports a failure when requesting
the content or a timeout occurs during the upload, the video is marked as
failed and removed from the queue as well. We allow up to 3 timeouts to
occur, re-sending the request after the first 2 timeouts. Timeouts need to be
chosen carefully in order to avoid both under-use of the wireless network as well
as duplicate uploads. The UGC Collector maximizes throughput by selecting
and requesting the next content as soon as a previous upload has been either
completed or failed and new content is still available.
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Fig. 6: State transitions of content in the Metadata Repository.

4.3.2 Multiple-request operation

Event directors may want to receive (collections of) videos with different char-
acteristics concurrently, i.e. to have multiple requests simultaneously active.
One example is the desire to collect videos from different locations at the event
venue.

The UGC Collector maintains one priority queue for every active request.
Each queue is filled using the top-k score for the corresponding request and
emptied using the backfilling mechanism introduced in the previous section.
Each queue will thus hold all announced videos, but in a different order. Hence
all the queues have the same length and are updated at the same time. As
we assume the number of concurrent requests to be fairly low, this does not
introduce significant performance overhead.

A fairness mechanism governs the selection from which request queue the
next upload should be selected. Each request is associated with a priority (a
numerical value between 1 and 9). Using these priorities as weights, a request
queue is selected for the next upload. Moreover, an exponential decay is used,
halving the priority every one hundred seconds. This introduces a bias towards
recently-made requests, as these are likely to be of more importance to the
event director. However, given sufficient videos being announced by the crowd,
every active request is still selected from time to time.

Two exceptions regarding the fairness system exist however. If a request
has priority 10, it has absolute priority and only videos at the top of the
corresponding queue will be selected. This allows the event director to quickly
gather videos with specific characteristics if needed. If a request has priority
0, it will never be selected unless no other active requests are present. Such a
request is automatically added when the UGC Collector is started and contains
no constraints, which implies that by default the UGC Collector will upload
as much content as possible in a most-recent-first fashion.

Moreover, a request can optionally be registered with an expiration time
or a limit on the number of selected videos. When either the expiration time
is exceeded or enough videos are collected for that request, it is disabled auto-
matically. Finally, when a video is successfully uploaded, the UGC Collector
will check if that video also would have been suitable for any other active
requests, and if so, notify the Director as well. Note that each video is only
uploaded once, even if it is suitable for multiple requests.
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Fig. 7: Director hardware architecture.

Fig. 8: User interface that allows navigation through incoming UGC content.

4.4 Director Console

This module is a combination of hardware and software components that en-
able content management, visualization and playout features for large amounts
of UGC. This component is the bridge in the video chain that enables creative
use of user-generated content, originating from different source devices, in a
professional event production as can be seen in Figure 7. The DC acts as a
browsable repository for UGC and a transcoder, composer and playout server
towards a professional production chain. For scalability reasons,the DC is split
over two physical systems: the visualization and the playout system.

4.4.1 Visualizing and selecting UGC

The user interface of the Director Console, shown in Figure 8, allows the
(human) event director to navigate through incoming content and to manually
select individual video clips to be used in the creative composition process. To
assist the selection process, the event director can filter the content by setting
ranges on video metadata parameters.
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4.4.2 Content composition and physical playout

The event director can use a number of creative layouts to combine the up-
loaded videos. The DS module contains a number of built-in layouts, see e.g.
Figure 9, but the director can also create his own lay-outs, containing up to
16 videos that might partially overlap.

The DC is fully integrated in a professional event production chain. Specif-
ically, the DC creates a number of physical playout channels outputting video
according to the HD/SDI standard [6], a common connection type on profes-
sional equipment such as cameras, video mixers, production screens, etc. The
director can select one layout (e.g., 1x3, 2x2, 3x3, or 4x4 mosaic) for each
playout channel, and the DC module will automatically fill the channel lay-
out with the selected mobile videos. Although the mobile app provides some
control on video resolution and framerate, transcoding the uploaded UGC is a
necessity. If the playout reaches the end, the DC will start over to make sure
that the output never freezes.

4.5 Post-Production Support: Personalized Video Souvenir

To prolong the experience of seeing personal video being integrated with pro-
fessional content, as well as to provide an additional incentive for the users to
use the app instead of their regular camera app, the Post-Production Support
module generates a personalized video souvenir. The video souvenir consist
of 5 seconds of professional video content that are pre- and post-appended
to a 7 second video manually selected by the user. The event audio stream
(the singing band) is time-synchronized over the entire video. The app is re-
motely triggered to show a notification to the user as a call for action. The
user receives a notification once the merged video is available.

The Post-Production Support module is deployed in the cloud, as a peak
in the video processing load is to be expected immediately after the event. The
professional event recording is streamed to the cloud as 10 second HTTP Live
Streaming video fragments, next to additional creation timestamps. Since the
professional video encoder (Blackmagic H.264 Pro Recorder) introduces some
delay, a sample video recorded before the event is used to estimate this delay
so it can be compensated for and the user video stays time-synchronized with
the professional audio.

4.6 System implementation

To facilitate on-site deployment, our system is located in a self-contained rack
holding the major components (Wireless Broker, UGC Collector, Director
Console) on separate servers, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 10.
Table 1 lists the hardware specifications. The Director Console has been split
into 2 separate machines to better cope with the load. The different servers
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Fig. 9: Output on the physical HD/SDI channel.

are connected via a managed 1 Gbps switch. To allow for ease of management
without hindering video throughput, separate VLANS were created for man-
agement and video data. The software frameworks and libraries used for the
implementation are listed in Table 2. All communication is handled through
RESTful web services.

5 System scalability

Before testing our system at the large-scale field trial, we validated its perfor-
mance in a more controlled setting. A setup was built on the iLab.t Virtual
Wall testbed [4], which supports fast automated network emulation. The test
set-up is shown in Figure 10. A number of servers on the Virtual Wall are
connected to the data VLAN via a managed switch. An additional server, the
Proxy, allows for remote access to the entire setup and acts as controller for the
servers simulating the clients. All connections are 1 Gbps links. In the absence

Table 1: Hardware specifications of the entire system.

Component Hardware specifications

UGC Collector Intel XEON E3-1220 v3, 16GB RAM

Wireless Broker Intel XEON Haswell, 8 GB RAM

Director Console 2x Intel XEON E5-2650 v2, 32 GB RAM

Video Repository Intel NVMe 1.2 TB

Post-Production Support Amazon EC2 m4.10xlarge, 40 vCPU, 160 GB RAM)

Blackmagic H.264 Pro Recorder

Access Points Meru 3x3:3 AP832e, 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

Access Point Controller Meru MC1550 WLAN controller

Virtual Wall (client simulation) Intel XEON E3-1220 v3, 16 GB RAM
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Table 2: Libraries and software frameworks used for the implementation.

Component Libraries and frameworks

Mobile App RenderScript (Android, video metadata calculation)

Wireless Broker Python, Flask [3] (REST interfaces),

Paramiko [5] (SSH to AP controller),

Autobahn [1] (WebSocket connections to mobile app)

UGC Collector Node.js, Java 8 (top-k matching, content queue)

Director Console Node.js, CasparCG [2] (playout middleware), AngularJS

Post-Production Support Node.js, FFMPEG

of a sizable number of smartphones, we use the Docker container platform [19]
to simulate clients. Containers are a more lightweight alternative to virtual
machines, allowing us to rapidly start and stop new clients and to co-locate
up to 100 clients per server. In total, we utilized ten physical servers resulting
in 1 000 simulated clients simultaneously advertising and uploading content.
The containers are connected to the data VLAN using a virtual bridge and
their lifecycle is managed by the Proxy server. This implies that no wireless
connection is present or simulated. However, this limitation does not affect the
conclusions on system scalability.

The simulated clients themselves are written in Python and provide and use
the same interfaces as the smartphone app. However, unlike the smartphone
application, the simulated clients do not have a camera to record videos, nor
a user to press record. Instead, we provide each client with a configuration
file that lists the times during the experiment at which it should announce
metadata to our framework. We also include in each container the same 10
mobile videos. The start time of recording a 7s video is generated as a Poisson
process with mean interarrival time of 30 seconds. During the simulation,
the client container randomly maps these recordings to one out of the 10
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Fig. 10: Setup for scalability tests on the iLab.t Virtual Wall testbed.
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Fig. 11: Performance of UGC Collector component for different numbers of
clients. Numbers are collected during a five-minute period after the final client
container was started. CPU load and usage are as reported by top.

mobile videos. While the video size is taken from the length of the video
selected, the other metadata parameters are sampled uniformly at random
(and independent per metadata parameter) from the valid ranges for each
metric. For 1 000 simulated clients, this results in over 30 videos per second
being advertised on average. If the UGC Collector triggers an upload, the
corresponding mobile video is transmitted.

A final distinction between this setup and the real system is the lack of
an access point controller, which is required by the Wireless Broker in order
to determine the locations of each client. Instead, an additional container is
started on the Proxy server which simulates the access point controller. Given
a list of client IDs the simulated controller assigns each client randomly to
one of 10 access points, and simulates client movement by changing the access
point with a small probability.

Performance results for the UGC Collector component are shown in Fig-
ure 11. The system one-minute load average (as reported by top) of the UGC
Collector never exceeds 50%, even when a thousand clients are actively reg-
istering and uploading videos. As full system load is 400% for a quad-core
processor, there is substantial capacity left. A similar trend is visible for the
CPU usage, never exceeding 12%. An important thing to note, however, is
that from about 300 clients onward, the gigabit link used for the video up-
loads from the client to the Video Repository becomes fully saturated. This
implies that from that point on, the UGC Collector queues will continue to
grow in size until the full memory capacity has been reached. If needed, the
size of the UGC Collector queue can be limited by discarding the oldest videos
for upload.

Although the system load and CPU usage of the Wireless Broker are sub-
stantially higher than for the UGC Collector, the Wireless Broker is still well
equipped to deal with all the client connections, as proven by Figure 12. We
remind the reader that the presented results are for a quad-core processor,
hence the maximum system load and CPU usage are 400%, which indicates
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Fig. 12: Performance of Wireless Broker component for different numbers of
clients. Numbers are collected during a five-minute period after the final client
container has started. CPU load and usage are as reported by top.

that the server still has sufficient capacity left even when 1 000 users are simul-
taneously connected. Starting and managing a different thread for each upload
WebSocket request to a user device (to prevent blocking other Wireless Broker
functionality) and periodically communicating with the access point controller
to construct the locations list could explain the higher resource consumption
in comparison to the more powerful UGC Collector server.

6 Large-scale field trial

Our platform has been validated during a commercial event in February 2016,
at the Lotto Arena in Antwerp, Belgium. The event was a show of K3, a
Belgian girl band aimed mainly at children and their parents. The show is
part of a series where the three former members pass the torch to three new
girls, selected via a TV show. The show was sold out, with the Lotto Arena
having a capacity of 8 050 persons. All attendees were seated on the central
square or on the higher ring. By analyzing the wireless traffic during the show,
we detected 6 414 unique devices. Note that the show is explicitly targeting
children who might not all posses a smartphone. The format of the event
makes it very likely that parents will upload videos of their children dancing
and enjoying the show.

We reserved 500 tickets in 4 different seat blocks in the event venue. Par-
ticipants were recruited by announcements in the official sales channels and in
the national press [7] and given a 20 % reduction on the ticket fee. A few days
prior to the show, ticket owners were provided with layman instructions to
install and use the app. At the sole discretion of the event director, uploaded
videos were shown 41 times during the show of 90 minutes, as a 4x4 or 1x3
video mosaic blended with the usual event production (cf. Figure 13).
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Fig. 13: A 4x4 video mosaic shown on the large displays next to the podium
stage, blended with the professional camera video streams.

UPPER-LEVEL: 1 AP (AP3)

BOTTOM-LEVEL: 1 AP (AP4)

UPPER-LEVEL: 1 AP (AP1)

BOTTOM-LEVEL: 1 AP (AP2)

1 AP (AP5) 1 AP (AP6)

SCREEN 1 SCREEN 2

STAGE

MID-ARENA

Fig. 14: The set-up of the event venue where the platform was tested. Six
Meru AP832e APs deployed a dedicated network for the platform participants
sitting in the outlined seat blocks, allowing them to upload their videos and
see these on the two large screens next to the stage.

6.1 Set-up

At both sides of the stage there was a large LED screen on which the uploaded
videos were shown (cf. Figure 13). Participants were sitting in one of the 4
seat blocks marked in Figure 14. A dedicated Wi-Fi network was deployed
at the event venue: six access points were deployed at strategic locations and
supported both 2.4 and 5 GHz associations. The two seat blocks closest to the
stage were covered by two APs each and the two seat blocks at the end of the
stage were also both covered by an AP. The Meru AP832e APs were connected
to the Meru MC1550 WLAN access point controller over a 1 Gbps wired
network that also connected all the platform components which were stacked
backstage. Our self-contained platform rack was connected to the production
environment of the event.
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Fig. 15: Distribution of different operating systems as used by all the clients
(including non-participants) associated with the dedicated wireless network
and the clients that were registered with the platform.

6.2 Video and device statistics

In total, 366 devices connected to the dedicated wireless network at least
once. The open-access network not only allowed users to register with the
framework and upload videos but also provided free Internet access. Out of
those 366 devices, 135 devices (including 14 devices of the researchers on-site)
interacted at least once with the platform.

The distribution of mobile operating systems is shown in Figure 15. While
we expected that this distribution would follow the market, almost half of
all devices (47.3 %) were Apple devices running a version of the iOS operat-
ing system. The second most used operating system was Android (32.5 %),
followed by Windows phones (19.1 %) and a small percentage (1.1 %) could
not be identified. Of the devices that interacted with the platform, there were
more than twice as many Apple devices than Android devices. The right-hand
side of Figure 15 indicates the distribution of the 135 devices that interacted
with the platform via our app. As the application only supported these two
operating systems, no Windows users participated.

In total, 1 383 videos were recorded, of which 1 183 were successfully up-
loaded to the platform. Table 3 gives the distribution of the video orientation
per resolution and per content type. The content types were manually la-
beled as one of following categories. “Stage” is used for videos that mainly
capture the performance of the band, “close-up” is used for videos of nearby
people (e.g. parents filming their children) and “ambience” is used for videos
that mainly capture the atmosphere (e.g. by panning over the event venue).
“Other” covers the remaining videos, which include for example accidental
recordings of the ceiling. Finally, videos of which the metadata was registered
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Table 3: Number of uploaded videos per resolution and per type. The numbers
between brackets indicate portrait/landscape split.

480p 720p 1080p 2160p total
stage 0 (0/0) 11 (2/9) 128 (17/111) 2 (0/2) 141 (19/122)
close-up 4 (0/4) 388 (32/356) 469 (72/397) 25 (11/14) 886 (115/771)
ambience 0 (0/0) 10 (2/8) 120 (19/101) 4 (2/2) 134 (23/111)
other 0 (0/0) 2 (0/2) 19 (1/18) 1 (0/1) 22 (1/21)
unknown 0 (0/0) 75 (14/61) 122 (7/115) 3 (1/2) 200 (22/178)
total 4 (0/4) 486 (50/436) 858 (116/742) 35 (14/21) 1383 (180/1203)

but the video itself was not uploaded are labeled as “unknown”, as these could
not be labeled.

A first observation is that the majority (87.0 %) of the videos were recorded
in landscape orientation. Three quarters of the uploaded videos (74.9 %) were
close-ups of members of the audience, mostly children. Almost two thirds
(62.0 %) of videos were recorded in full HD, with the remaining videos being
mostly (35.1 %) recorded in 720p, illustrating the presence of high-resolution
cameras in today’s smartphones. Our app automatically selects the highest
resolution available in the device.

Figure 16 provides more details on how these videos are distributed over
users and time. 21 out of 135 users did not record any videos at all even though
they did activate the app, while the most active user recorded 83 videos. On
average, a single user uploaded 10 videos. In Figure 16b, it can be seen that
users started experimenting with our app as soon as they entered the venue
(doors of the venue opened at 10 AM). During the entire show, there was a
continuous ingress of new videos, but some clear peaks can be observed. The
first, and highest, peak is at the start of the show at 11.10 AM2, during which
43 videos were recorded in one minute. We analyzed the show storyboard and
observed that the other peaks can be attributed to highlights in the show. For
example, a significant peak is observed around 11.25 AM, which corresponds
to the new members of K3 entering the stage for the first time. Two other
significant spikes occur at 11.45 AM and 12.10 PM, both corresponding with
the reappearance of the new members as well.

6.3 Network statistics

This section discusses usage of the wireless network in more depth. Figure 17
shows the number of associated network clients and the number of registered
clients with the platform. During the first hour people started entering the
event venue. The number of clients increased linearly until it reached the
maximum number of 285 concurrent associated users at the moment the artists
entered the stage at 11.10 AM. The number of platform clients peaked at the
same moment with 70 concurrent registered devices. Between 11.00 AM and

2 The management delayed the start of the show for 10 minutes (until 11.10 AM) because
of traffic jams.
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Fig. 16: Characteristics of the number of videos recorded per user and over
time during the event.
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Fig. 17: The number of clients connected to the wireless dedicated network
and the number of clients registered with the platform over time.

12.45 PM there were on average 270 clients associated with the Wi-Fi network
and 37 clients registered with the platform.

The frequency band usage is plotted in Figure 18 and shows that the num-
ber of devices that used the 2.4 GHz frequency band was less than half the
number of 5 GHz users. On average from 11.00 AM until 12.45 PM there were
86 2.4 GHz clients and 176 5 GHz clients. For the platform registered devices,
the difference was even larger as there were on average 29 5 GHz and only
7 2.4 GHz clients. These numbers are explained by the fact that there was
a majority of Apple devices (see Figure 15) of which the modern versions all
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Fig. 18: The frequency band usage of all clients connected to the wireless
network and the registered clients over time.

support the 5 GHz frequency band while for Android and Windows phones
this is not yet the case.

6.4 UGC Collection statistics

Over the entire trial, 135 clients registered 1 383 videos in total of which 1 308
were requested by the UGC Collector. The remaining 75 videos were never
requested because they were never at the top of the queue while the client
was online. 1183 videos were eventually successfully uploaded. The other 125
uploads were either reported as failed by the Wireless Broker or timed out.
Figure 19 shows the number of videos for which a certain amount of requests
were made, and how many of those succeeded. 519 retransmission attempts
were made, resulting in a total of 1 827 upload requests. Most videos (exactly
1000) were successfully uploaded on the first try. Of the 221 videos for which
three attempts were made, 108 were eventually never successfully uploaded. Of
the videos that did upload successfully, 57 were uploaded twice and 51 three
times due to the retry mechanism.

Using location information fetched from the access point controller, Table
4 shows different statistics per AP. The exact location of each AP can be seen
in Figure 14. The total number of unique registrations is higher than the 135
unique clients that registered with the platform, meaning that multiple devices
connected to different APs at different times. Most clients were in the range
of more than one AP and depending on the current signal quality the client
device could have changed to another AP in order to have the best possible
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Fig. 19: The number of videos for which a certain number or requests were
attempted, as well as how many of those succeeded.

connection. Both the number of unique and average registrations clearly show
that the audience sitting in the range of AP6 were most active. Clients sitting
near AP6 also recorded most videos (37.5%) and the UGC Collector requested
most videos (34.0%) from this part of the event venue. This could be explained
by the fact that these users had a front view of the stage and were able to
record the best-looking videos.

The reader should note that the number of upload requests is more evenly
distributed than the number of recorded videos. This is the result of the UGC
Collector optimizing bandwidth utilization over the different APs. While the
total number of requested videos is less than the total number of recorded
videos, for all APs besides AP6 there are more requests than recorded videos.
This means that some clients first recorded a video while associated to a
particular AP, re-associated with the network and received the request via
another AP for the video.

The fill rate of the UGC Collector queue is drawn in Figure 20. As described
in Section 4.3, the UGC Collector maintains one queue per request of the
director. These queues are all of the same size. The number of items in the
queue reflects the number of videos that are currently either being uploaded
or that were advertised but not yet selected for upload. As can be seen, the
system failed to upload 82 videos, 75 of which were never selected because
they did not arrive at the top of the upload queue. One reason is that when
users put their smartphone in their pocket, the Wi-Fi connection is lost and
the user’s videos are never selected for upload until they reconnect. When
they do, however, the UGC Collector is unlikely to select their videos as it
prioritizes the upload of newer videos. The remaining 7 videos in the queue
were pending uploads when the UGC Collector was shut down at the end of
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AP

Unique

registrations

Average

registrations
Recorded

videos
Video

requests

AP1 12 1 63 (4.6%) 67 (5.1%)

AP2 48 7 330 (23.9%) 351 (26.8%)

AP3 21 2 66 (4.8%) 68 (5.2%)

AP4 59 7 345 (25.0%) 356 (27.2%)

AP5 12 0 10 (0.7%) 21 (1.6%)

AP6 86 19 518 (37.5%) 445 (34.0%)

Table 4: Detailed information on the number of associations, recorded and
requested videos per AP. Note that an additional 51 videos were recorded at
an unknown AP at the time of submission.

the trial after all clients had disconnected, so these were about to timeout as
well.

Another important aspect of the UGC Collector’s performance is its ability
to prioritize videos. We recall the reader that the Collector prioritizes more
recent videos, although its overall purpose is to collect as much content as pos-
sible. Figure 21 gives more insight in the age of uploaded videos. Figure 21a
is a CDF of the time between the video advertisement (metadata received by
the UGC Collector) and the (first) upload request. While 63.4% of videos is
requested within 1 second of advertisement, some videos are only requested
after tens of minutes. This illustrates that while the UGC Collector prioritizes
more recent videos, it will collect as much content as possible in its current
configuration. Figure 21 shows the CDF of the time between the metadata
advertisement and the video being available at the Director Console mod-
ule. Here we observe that 50% of videos is uploaded within 13.5s after the
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Fig. 20: No. of video items in the upload queue of the UGC Collector.
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Fig. 21: Information of the age of videos before they are available to the di-
rector.

Table 5: Number of uploaded videos per type and whether or not these are
selected for display by the human director.

stage close-up ambience other total
selected 37 269 28 2 336
not selected 104 617 106 20 847
total 141 886 134 22 1183

end of recording and 90% within 6.8 minutes. Inversely, 75.2% of videos were
uploaded within 1.5 minutes.

6.5 Playout and Post-Production statistics

During the event, an assistant director was constantly selecting videos to dis-
play in a 4x4 or 3x1 mosaic. The main director decides at his own discre-
tion to show these mosaics on the large screens. Table 5 gives a distribution
overview for all items that entered and were selected for playout based on the
video labels described in Section 6.2. From these distributions, a 2-sample chi-
square test for equality of proportions reveals that the assistant director had
a slight preference for selecting close-up videos (269/336 compared to 617/847
p-value=0.0122). The other type of videos have been selected and displayed
at the same ratio as they were recorded and provided by the users.

As discussed in 4.5, attendees could request a personalized video souvenir
after the event. This was handled via a separate cloud service. Figure 22 gives
an overview of the number of personalized video requests based on certain
timespans. This table shows that a personalized video service is mainly used
on the event day itself, or maximum 2 days after the event. Almost half of the
requests are made between 0 and 5 hours after the end of the event.
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Fig. 22: Number of personalized videos requested over time.

7 Conclusion and outlook

In this article, we presented a scalable platform to increase the overall au-
dience involvement at large-scale events by collecting user-generated content
and combining it into mosaics that are readily available for integration in the
event production. Our platform was tested in a large field trial at a commercial
show. The collected content was shown on the event screens, as well as used
in the cloud to generate a personalized video souvenir.

Using commodity hardware servers, we are able to serve up to 1000 con-
current users. The framework has been validated during a concert of the K3
band, aiming at parents filming their children. During this event, the audience
offered 1383 videos to our platform. We also gathered valuable insight in the
recording behavior of the audience. The high proliferation of cameras capable
of recording in 1080p thas was observed during the event is clearly proves
that there is sufficient potential to capture videos with high resolution. Our
framework is able to upload 90% of the recorded videos within 6.8 minutes.

As future work, we are considering to validate our platform during an
event covering a larger geographical venue, e.g. a music or street festival. In
this case, the videos recorded by users can be used to capture the long tail
of content on the event. One example are circuit-based sports like cyclo-cross,
where professional cameras cannot capture every angle. If an important event
happens at a location not covered professionally, user videos could be quickly
collected and uploaded via a targeted director request. Another interesting
research direction would be to (partially) automate the video selection process,
for example based on the statistics of previously, manually selected videos or
using a feedback loop.
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